
TBH Take a Breath is our signature relaxation and affirmation cool-down designed to build focus, encourage 
relaxation, and boost self-efficacy as you finish learning together. You will use the TBH Take a Breath at the close 
of each class. Your class materials includes a shorter version of these directions. 

The TBH Take a Breath playlist offers suggested music to set the pace of your workout. Use the TBH playlist or 
select from the song list provided here.

We will finish by relaxing together. We will use our breath to help us focus and feel calm. We will share how 
grateful we are to be together. 

First, I’d like everyone to get comfortable. Put both feet flat on the floor and let your hands rest in your lap. 

Now, please close your eyes, and keep them gently closed.

Next, focus your attention on your breathing. Begin inhaling slowly and deeply through your nostrils, breathing 
gently into your chest and belly. Then exhale through your lips, slowing the rate and rhythm of your breath. 
Continue to gently and slowly inhale and exhale, relaxing with every breath. 

Pause briefly, then offer the class affirmations in a calm, slow voice.

As you breathe, I’d like to offer you the following thoughts. You can just listen as I share them, repeat them 
silently to yourself, or think about what they mean to you.

Share affirmations unique to each class.

Pause briefly, then end the exercise.

Now slowly bring your awareness back to the room. Gently open your eyes, become more alert of the room 
and of each other. We are grateful for the chance to take a moment for ourselves, for the chance to learn 
together how to take care of our brains and ourselves, and for the chance to connect with each other.
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TBH TAKE A BREATH SUGGESTED PLAYLIST

Play some of the suggested tunes for your “TBH Take a Breath” workouts. Choose songs according to their BPM 
(beats per minute). Use songs with a lower BPM if your students have limited movement ability or a higher degree 
of challenge. 

Find additional recommended tunes on our TBH Take a Breath Playlist, or select songs from your favorite music 
source. 

Want to check the BPM of another tune? Visit www.songbpm.com, a site which provides the BPM for different 
songs using the title or artist’s name.

SONG ARTIST
Clair de Lune Claude Debussy

Preludes no. 13 Opus 28 Frederick Chopin
Calm Music for Sleeping (album) Relaxation Master

Restorative Yoga (album) Namaste Waheguru
Air |Water Music Suite No. 1 in F Major George Frederic Handel

Shamanic Healing Dreams (album) Shamanic Drumming World
Embodiment Sharon Freedman

Empty Hands, Full of Grace Erik Jacobsen
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